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• Memory is thought to be coded in the brain as neuronal ensemble 
activated during learning, which are reactivated during retrieval1-5. 

• Reactivation of a memory can render the memory transiently labile, 
thus susceptible to modification allowing for subsequent manipulation 
upon re-stabilization. This is referred to as reconsolidation6 and provides 
a potential mechanism for memory updating7.

• Fear conditioning has been used to model stress-related behaviours in 
rodents8-9. While fear is often adaptive, dysregulation of fear circuits 
can lead to maladaptive states comprising mood and anxiety 
disorders10. A promising prospect of attenuating the strength of fear 
memories is through the disruption of reconsolidation. 

• Here, we used a novel optogenetic approach based on the 
hypothesis that artificial reactivation of a previously formed, 
hippocampus-mediated memory during reconsolidation can alter the 
original fear memory, thereby reducing the expression of fear. 

• Overall we found that perturbations of the dorsal dentate gyrus 
immediately upon fear memory recall was able to disrupt the memory 
and decrease fear. This was true whether or not the cells activated
were specific to a previously formed memory or not. We found 
valence, ensemble size, and timing to be important factors. 

Valence: Positive, Neutral & Negative Memories 
• Artificial reactivation of dDG cells involved in the encoding of an 

experience as an animal simultaneously recalls a negative or fearful 
experience, can serve to interfere with the reconsolidation of that 
negative experience to reduce fear

• This effect is enhanced if artificial reactivation of dDG cells is temporally 
restricted where both memories are active simultaneously

• The mechanism by which this occurs may involve overcoming pattern 
separation by converging engrams / creating interference in the DG 

• These effects can be enduring
• Reactivation of highly salient experiences are most effective

Ensemble Size & Specificity 
• Optical stimulation of random cellular populations within the dDG also 

serve to interfere with reconsolidation, therefore interference can be 
induced via via cellular activation of cells not tied to a specific memory 

• This can be thought as a “system reset”, where perturbations of the dDG
immediately upon recall of a previously stored memory can destabilize
that memory

• Overall, our findings provide preliminary evidence for the potential 
therapeutic efficacy of artificially modulating memories to both acutely 
and enduringly suppress fear responses
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Rewarding Experience: 
• Male-female interaction
• VTA self-stimulation (optogenetic, closed-loop)
• Cocaine

Neutral Experience: 
• Clean cage with bedding

Aversive Experience: 
• Fear conditioning (4 shock protocol, 2s, 1.5mA)
• Restraint stress  

Home-cage Control: 

We used an inducible / activity-dependent, 
doxycycline (DOX)–controlled, neuronal 
tagging system to label cells active during 
rewarding, neutral, and aversive experiences. 

C-Fos-tTA-TRE-(ChR2)-eYFP
CAMKIIa-ChR2-eYFP

• Male c57BL/6 mice
• Injections of AAV targeted to the dorsal dentate gyrus (dDG) 
• Mice express a tetracycline transactivator (tTA) driven by the c-fos promoter, 

encoding the light sensitive opsin, channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) under the 
control of the tetracycline response element (TRE)

• Following neuronal tagging, all animals are fear-conditioned 
• Tagged cells are then reactivated using blue light (450nm) during the fear 

memory recall session 

• For experiences tagged with c-fos-tTA-TRE (e.g. rewarding, neutral, and 
aversive: approximately 6% of dDG cells are labeled 

• Home cage experience: ~ 2%

• CAMKIIa promoter (not controlled by DOX; not activity-dependent, not 
specific to any experience): labels ~ 100% of dDG

• Diluted CAMKIIa (1:5000): labels ~6% of a random population of dDG cells

RESULTS 

Optical Stimulation of a HPC-Mediated Memory During Fear 
Memory Recall Resulted in Real-Time Decreases in Freezing 

Optical Stimulation of Ensembles Tied to a Rewarding, Neutral, or 
Aversive Experience, Immediately Upon Fear Memory Recall, 

Resulted in Faster Rates of Extinction and Attenuated Reinstatement  

These Effects Were Long-Lasting: Freezing Levels Remained 
Low Compared to Controls When Animals Were Tested on 

Spontaneous Recovery Two Weeks Following Extinction 

Control Experiments
• Tagging cocaine-related, 

FC, and HC experience

• Food-restricted to 90% FFW 
• Trained on a spatial memory task 

Further Assessment of the Contribution of Valence: Tagging HPC Ensembles 
Active During Closed Loop Optogenetic Self-Stimulation of the VTA 

Inducible and Activity-Dependent Tagging of Hippocampal Cells

Examining Cellular Ensemble Sizes Associated With Different Experiences  

Perturbing the HPC by Optical Stimulation of Ensembles Not Associated 
with a Specific Experience Can Interfere with Reconsolidation of Fear


